
THE CONTRIBUTION OF HENRY DAVID THOREAU TO SOCIETY

Thoreau's Life. by Richard J. Schneider. Henry David Thoreau () was born and lived nearly all his life in Concord,
Massachusetts, a small town about.

It is an admirable goal, and one that remains quite relevant in the philosophical climate of the present day.
Clark moved it to his nearby farm and used it to store grain. At first superficial glance, one could almost think
that Thoreau would have something in common with Trump, Steve Bannon, and the alt-right movement. Fact
Check We strive for accuracy and fairness. He had a very small circle of friends and colleagues and has even
been referred to by some as a hermit. Remembering a summer visit to the retreat cabin of college friend
Charles Stearns Wheeler, Thoreau developed a plan to build such a house for himself where he could find
privacy to write. Thoreau held deeply felt political views, opposing slavery and the Mexican-American War.
There are nature researchers today who make direct connections to him, such as in climate research. She
accepted his proposal but then immediately broke off the engagement at the insistence of her parents. They
held that an ideal spiritual state transcends, or goes beyond, the physical and empirical, and that one achieves
that insight via personal intuition rather than religious doctrine. The grass around the fire ignited, and the
flames burned between and acres of land, thanks to strong winds. Not known for his poetry, his most
significant literary contribution was the biography he wrote in , Thoreau, the Poet-Naturalist Woodlief. He
built his cabin on the edge of Walden Pond, "a mile from any neighbor. Some of Thoreau's first works were
published in The Dial, a Transcendentalist magazine. Thoreau had taken up a version of Percy Shelley 's
principle in the political poem " The Mask of Anarchy " , which begins with the powerful images of the unjust
forms of authority of his time and then imagines the stirrings of a radically new form of social action. He is
acutely conscious of the threat that shared modes of discourse can pose to authentic intersubjectivity. It
celebrated the individual rather than the masses, emotion rather than reason, nature rather than man. I believe
that water is the only drink for a wise man; wine is not so noble a liquor. But there, too, if I understood your
book correctly, one has to take a closer look. He decried the latter endlessly but felt that a teacher needs to be
close to those who needed to hear what he wanted to tell them. Emerson also used his influence to promote
Thoreau's literary efforts. For a time, Thoreau lived with Emerson as a caretaker for his home. Part memoir
and part spiritual quest, Walden at first won few admirers, but later critics have regarded it as a classic
American work that explores natural simplicity, harmony, and beauty as models for just social and cultural
conditions. These would be Thoreau's only travels outside the United States. He was an activist involved in the
abolitionist movement on many fronts: he participated in the Underground Railroad, protested against the
Fugitive Slave Law, and gave support to John Brown and his party. You're right. I think it's extremely
essential to recall a person who actually stood for a tradition of resistance against immoral governments or a
purely materialistic interpretation of the American Dream. Upon graduating from the academy, he entered
Harvard University in  The book drew from a boating trip he took with his brother John in  Through Emerson,
he became exposed to Transcendentalism, a school of thought that emphasized the importance of empirical
thinking and of spiritual matters over the physical world. Joseph Moldenhauer et al. It encouraged scientific
inquiry and observation. In Thoreau fell in love with and proposed marriage to an attractive visitor to Concord
named Ellen Sewall. Key Related Ideas Abolitionist : One who advocates the end of slavery. The plants were
pressed and numberedâ€”there were more than speciesâ€”and the Native American antiquities included stone
weapons that Thoreau had found while walking in Concord. Some scholars have suggested that homoerotic
sentiments run through his writings and concluded that he was homosexual. To build his cabin in the woods,
he got help from his friends including Emerson and Bronson Alcott, the father of Louisa May Alcott. Related
Resources. Your observation, to be interesting, i. He never married, reportedly preferred celibacy, and his
journals reveal references to male bodies but no female ones. What we are able to perceive, then, depends not
only upon where we are physically situated: it is also contingent upon who we are and what we value, or how
our attention is focused. The Journal of Henry D. Citation Information.


